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Abstract
Women have better verbal memory, and higher rates of resting regional cerebral blood ¯ow (rCBF). This study examined
whether there are also sex dierences in the relationship between verbal episodic memory and resting rCBF. Twenty eight
healthy right-handed volunteers (14 male, 14 female) underwent a neuropsychological evaluation and a Positron Emission
Tomography (PET) 15O-water study. Immediate and delayed recall was measured on the logical memory subtest of the Wechsler
Memory Scale Ð Revised (WMS-R), and on the California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT). Resting rCBF (ml/100 g/min) was
calculated for four frontal, four temporal, and four limbic regions of interest (ROIs). Women had better immediate recall on
both WMS-R and CVLT tasks. Sex dierences in rCBF were found for temporal lobe regions. Women had greater bilateral
blood ¯ow in a mid-temporal brain region. There were also sex dierences in rCBF correlations with performance. Women
produced positive correlations with rCBF laterality in the temporal pole. Greater relative CBF in the left temporal pole was
associated with better WMS-R immediate and delayed recall in women only. These results suggest that trait dierences in
temporal pole brain-behavior relationships may relate to sex dierences in verbal episodic memory. # 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A consistent ®nding in the neuropsychological literature is that women are better on some verbal, and men
are better on some spatial tasks [27,32]. In addition,
women tend to perform better on verbal learning and
recall tasks including the logical memory subtest of the
Wechsler Memory Scale [24], and list learning on the
California Verbal Learning Test [29], and the Rey
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Auditory Verbal Learning Test [5]. On list learning
tasks women utilize better learning strategies, resulting
in greater information retrieval across learning and
delay trials [29]. This female superiority has been documented in children [30], and appears to increase with
age [5]. The purpose of this study is to determine
whether sex dierences in verbal episodic memory are
accompanied by dierent patterns of correlations
between memory and resting regional cerebral blood
¯ow (rCBF) in frontal, temporal, and limbic brain
regions.
Most functional imaging studies employ activation
paradigms in which a cognitive function is
``mapped'' by subtracting rCBF between baseline
and task conditions (e.g., [42]). These activation stu-
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dies have contributed to our understanding of
brain-behavior relationships. However, resting rCBF
also provides a valuable measure of how well brain
regions are perfused with blood. Better cerebral perfusion translates to greater availability of oxygen
and nutrients which, in turn, facilitates neural response to cognitive demands. Although a resting
baseline condition is relatively unstructured, it yields
reproducible data [63], that correlate with neuropsychological performance [21]. Whereas rCBF activation
studies
measure
a
state-dependent
phenomenon, resting rCBF may be sensitive to trait
variables such as sex dierences [19]. With a few
exceptions [34,35], investigators have documented
higher rates of resting global CBF in women, using
both 133Xenon-clearance [19,33,48], and positron emission tomography (PET) 15O-water methods [3,45]. A
tendency for women to show less strongly lateralized
rCBF in frontal lobe regions has also been documented [13,48].
Although sex dierences in verbal memory and
resting cerebral perfusion have been found, there
have been few attempts to relate behavioral to
physiologic data in healthy subjects. In a PET
rCBF study of normal aging, Eustache and colleagues [14] found positive correlations between verbal paired associate learning and left hippocampal
and thalamic resting blood ¯ow. However, they did
not examine the eect of gender. In a PET glucose
metabolism study of patients with schizophrenia,
Mozley et al. [38] found that increased left hemisphere metabolism in inferior frontal, inferior temporal, mid-temporal, and superior temporal regions
in patients with schizophrenia predicted worse logical memory recall on the Wechsler Memory Scale.
They did not study healthy participants or examine
sex dierences. The remaining studies that relate
resting rCBF with neuropsychological performance
have done so primarily for neurological populations
including stroke [57], and progressive dementia
[9,18], and have not investigated sex eects. Thus,
there is preliminary evidence of positive relationships
between resting pre-frontal, temporal, and limbic
rCBF and verbal memory that may be reversed for
glucose metabolism in disease states such as schizophrenia. However, these relationships have not been
examined separately for healthy men and women.
The pre-frontal, temporal, and limbic regions of
interest (ROIs) examined in the current study comprise
components of an integrated fronto-temporal network
[16,17] associated with working and episodic memory.
This network has been shown to mediate perceptual
and mnemonic processing of object identity in primates [12,36,67], and has been implicated in PET activation studies of working memory (e.g., [49,53]), and
episodic memory (e.g., [1,40,45,61]). This network will

be examined for sex dierences in rCBF, and sex
dierences in rCBF correlations with verbal memory
performance.
2. Method
2.1. Participants
The sample was obtained from a previous PET
study [45] of 30 healthy participants (16 men, 14
women; 23 Caucasian, six African-American, and one
Asian-American) classi®ed as right-handed based on a
standard behavioral and self-report inventory [44]. The
previous study focused on activation eects rather
than on resting rCBF, and did not examine sex dierences or relationships with neuropsychological performance. For the current study, two male participants
were eliminated because they did not have complete
verbal memory data.
Participants were (mean 2 SD) 26.0 2 6.1 years old
(range 18±43 yrs), with 15.3 2 2 years of education.
There was no dierence in education between men
(15.6 2 2.0 yrs) and women (14.9 2 1.9 yrs). However,
males (mean age=28.8 2 6.5; range 22±42 yrs) were
older than females (mean=23.324.5, range 18±33 yrs;
t = 2.6, p = 0.02). Intellectual ability, estimated with
the Vocabulary and Block Design Subtests of the
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale Ð Revised (WAISR, [64]), was in the Average to High Average range
for men and women (Vocabulary scaled score=11.6 2
8.0 vs 12.9 2 10.0; Block Design=13.2 2 5.0 vs 12.6 2
9.0). There were no sex dierences, or any interactions
with sex when these WAIS-R scores were examined
using a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA;
Proc GLM, general linear procedure [51]).
Participants responded to newspaper and community advertisements for the University of Pennsylvania
Mental Health Clinical Research Center (MHCRC),
and underwent a comprehensive evaluation [52] including medical, neurologic and structured psychiatric
examinations [55], and laboratory testing. Participants
were free of any present or past disorder or injury that
might aect brain function, including substance abuse.
Informed consent was obtained prior to participation
in the study.
2.2. Neuropsychological assessment
A comprehensive neuropsychological battery was
administered by trained examiners following standard
test administration procedures [8,50]. The neuropsychological evaluation occurred an average of 15.9 days
after the PET study (range 1±91 days). A second
examiner independently re-scored neuropsychological
data to eliminate errors. Raw test scores were standar-

